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Burberry and La Perla were among the luxury houses that participated in Tmall's large-scale fashion show hosted as
a kick off to the 11.11 Global Shopping Festival.

Tmall, owned by Alibaba, gathered 200 top models and celebrities for an interactive, live-streamed runway
presentation that ran eight hours on Oct. 23. Adding in a commerce element to the live event may help boost Tmall's
expected surge in sales surrounding the Singles' Day shopping holiday.

Watch and shop

Tmall, established in 2008, has staged this type of fashion show extravaganza before, but this marked the first time
that the show was presented to a global audience through multiple channels. Consumers could watch the live stream
on mobile Taobao, Tmall.com and Youku.

This also marked the first time that the show included an opportunity for viewers to purchase items immediately. As
they watched, consumers could pre-order pieces at a deep discount by pressing a "buy now" button, with
transactions completing on Nov. 11 during the shopping holiday Single's Day.

Included in the lineup of merchandise that walked the runway were pieces by Burberry, La Perla, Trussardi and Paul
Smith. During the show on the Tmall platform, brands including Maserati, Guerlain and Rimowa introduced new
products to benefit from the captive audience.

The show was hosted at the Shanghai Oriental Sports Center, with style icon Nick Wooster, street style photographer
Tommy Ton and performers such as Chris Lee making appearances.
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This event is part of Tmall's 11.11 Global Shopping Festival, which ends with a 24-hour sale on Nov. 11.

"The Tmall Global Fashion Show is a key event that kicks off our 11.11 Global Shopping Festival and one that
underscores Tmall's tremendous growth in the past few years," said Chris Tung, chief marketing officer of Alibaba
Group. "For big-name fashion brands across the globe, Tmall has become not only a distribution channel, but also a
branding powerhouse as well as a global gathering place for lifestyle and fashion trends.

"We expect the event today to become a lifestyle trendsetter for Chinese consumers and virtually a fashion week at
their fingertips,'" he said.

Celebrated on Nov. 11 each year, Singles' Day has become the highest grossing ecommerce day globally, with more
than $14 billion in sales last year. Black Friday sees the most sales of any calendar day, but in the online space,
Singles' Day takes the top spot. In 2014, Singles' Day drove four times the amount of online sales as Cyber Monday.

Chinese shopping recommendation site Dealmoon expects to partner with hundreds of U.S. retailers for the
upcoming shopping holiday (see story).
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